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About This Game

Please, Don’t Touch Anything is a cryptic, brain-racking button-pushing puzzle game.

Covering for a colleague taking a bathroom break, you find yourself in front of a mysterious console with a green screen
monitor showing a pixelated live image of an unknown city. Also present is an ominous red button with the simple instruction to

not touch anything!

Push the red button once or press it many times. Your choices and actions will lead to outrageous consequences and over 30
unique puzzle endings.

Scavenge the room for clues, tools, and buttons to solve riddles and trigger explosive events. This deceptively simple console has
many mind-blowing surprises for you.

This updated version of the classic game features all new high-quality visuals, new mechanics, updated classic endings with new
solutions, and a slew of new endings.
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Go ahead, press the button. You know you want to.
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Title: Please, Don't Touch Anything 3D
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Escalation Studios, Four Quarters
Publisher:
ForwardXP
Release Date: 7 Dec, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista

Processor: Core 2 Duo

Memory: 3 GB RAM

Graphics: SM3 512MB VRAM

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese,Turkish
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I was playing this game and some unknown person joined in, and after a few minutes he typed my steam password in chat idk
how that happend but i closed the game immediately after that. Simple hook, drag, throw, and place objects into designated
target.

Bought it for 25 cents.
It has 60 levels with additional mechanics every 6 levels.
Relaxing game.
Seems Good. Got a coupon for this game while leveling badges... Got it for a mere cents.

Mere cents is way more than what this game is worth. If anything this game is so bad I'd switch it with most basic Facebook
games out there. THEY should have been paying me mere cents for me to play this...

I GUESS my four years old daughter MIGHT find this interesting enough to waste the better part of half an hour on this.... This
game is awesome!
I already fall in love with these lovely girls in the game!
ADDITION：sometimes chinese subtitles show up at wrong scenes.
注意：中文字幕并不总是出现在正确的地方，虽然这并不影响游戏体验。. Paradox DLC is like a papercut. The more you purchase the more it hurts..
This aint a good race game ...

if you do a quick grand prix. select 5 laps, finisht the race, the whole fields is within 3 seconds ...
So you got the whole field fighting for first place, all taking corners with 3 to 5 drivers next to eacht other ... the whole race
Come on, this aint racing.... Despite that fact that you don't get any missions the plane is still decent fun to free fly around.

The good:

-The detail in the cockpit is very good. The instruments are very crisp and sharp as far as textures go. Much more so than in the
stock aircraft that come with the game. The cockpit lighting is blue(for night flight), and it just looks great.

-The exterior of the plane looks great and is supperior in quality to the stock planes that come with the game. As in the model
looks smoother polygon wise; and the paint job looks more sharp texture wise.

-The sound effects are great, never flown a Piper Arrow in real life, but I wouldn't be surprised if it sounds like it does in the
game.

The bad:
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-Though a lot of the cockpit is well detailed there are some things that are bad about it. Most of the knobs and dials on the radio
are 2D, some of the surfaces near the bottom of the panel, as well as the floor area uses a low res texture it seems. These things
are more noticable in game.

-The buttons and dials for the radio and instruments have problems when you try to interact with them using the mouse. It's hard
to explain, but imagine having to click above the buttons in the cockpit to interact with them, not by clicking the button directly,
it is really irritating.

Overall, its still a decent add on, but it is horribly overpriced. I bought this on sale for $12.50. Even if the negatives were ironed
out this add on would still not be worth $25 or even $12.50. Personally I think this should cost around 5-8 dollars. Its a small
piston driven plane, I mean how hard is it to develop? If this were are larger jet airliner, I'm sure that would take more work, but
they seem to be churning out Over priced DLC for this game every week or so, why do they charge such high prices for this?

Also, the terrain in the screen shots are BS, the game will not look like that unless you buy the VFR scenery DLC, and not only
does that only affect England, but they had the nerve cut that up into 4 different addons which cost $17 each in non sale.

What are they thinking with these prices?!?. really worth to buy, and i am really attract by this game. It related a lot of
background of myth and so on. People who do not have those knowledge may feel hard to slove the quiz. And I think if u are
intersting in those myths, u can try it. Also, if u do not have such knowledge but u good at finding information online, it will be
a chanllage for u to try this game.. I first spotted Tick Tock Isle on Greenlight, and because it looked so cute, charming, and
nostalgic, I supported it.

And I'm glad I did because the game has turned out to be much more than I had originally anticipated!

~.~.~.~.~.~.

+ Pros:

*Pretty environments, cute character graphics

*Relaxing soundtrack

*Short and sweet story
(Up to 1-3 hours gameplay, great for casual play)

*Simple control scheme
(Arrow keys, Enter, and Esc)

*Low price

*Replayability
(There's quite a bit to do, some of it is optional, so there's still enough to explore and enjoy)

- Cons:

*Platformer puzzle difficulty
(In my opinion, the two last platformer stages - in the guise of children's imaginary forts - were rather frustrating, and the one-
hit death felt unfair; there should've been a health bar. But, it's a small aspect)

*Fixed window mode
(It's better to play in window mode since all the graphics are sharper and nothing is cut off at the edges. But, when attempting
full-screen by pressing Alt+Enter, the graphics were a bit blurry and at least the main menu was out of focus)

*Continuity itch
(It's a sweet, short, standalone game. But, there are a few aspects left unexplained, and it's such an enjoyable setting that I'd be
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very open to playing future entries if the developers decide to turn it into a series. Some may feel that 'continuity itch' in the
end.)

~.~.~.~.~.~.

I really enjoyed the colorful pixel art (Unlike some other indie games, the colors aren't too bright or loud, they're very even), the
relaxing soundtrack (flutes in an island setting, along with telltale tick-tock sounds are very fitting), and the endearing characters
- each with their own personality and brief backstory - that change over time the more you interact with them in the hopes of
improving their futures.

In a way, I guess it could be compared to classic adventure games like Monkey Island meets Back To The Future, it was a
delightful and fun experience!

I'm actually a little saddened that it wasn't a little longer, because I wanted to keep exploring and know more about the
characters - especially Strike, our time traveler, I'd like to know more about him and his world.

Overall, it's a charming game and it's priced at an incredible bargain, it's a win-win!. wtf is with all the achievments!
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Crash simulator .... This is like a lost child of Braid. Visually pleasing, intriguing plot, accessible puzzles, the only thing that this
game is missing is a decent set of achievements. Will wait for them before I further the game's story.. Dungelot: shattered lands
is a game mixed with Minesweeper elements,its a rogue like RPG Dungeon crawler game.
 Your goal is to unravel tiles to find a key to the next floor/room as you unravel tiles you will find food, gold,weapons etc.
 You have 3 characters but can only use one character to start with, You play through the levels to unlock the other characters.
There is also boss levels . You can craft bombs weapons aswell.

If you like Dungeon Crawler games , then this is the game for you.:)

Its really good .

I would recommend this game.

9/10. This is a HORRIBLE port. Key config a process of trial and error, and no net code. Thankfully XX Reload is already on
Steam so if you're not a die hard GG fan trying going for some nostalgia, pass this game up.. It's bad, that's why i like it..
Surprisingly, not bad. Plays smoothly and has all the charm of the original. The additional leagues and seasons add a nice touch
and the management aspect of the game is still quite enjoyable without being over complicated.

My major complaint would be too much importance placed on the injuring of opposition to score. It always fristrated me when I
lost one of my best players in the original and on top of that the opposition gets their goal score from it. Always seemed too
major a penalty and this version has taken it up another notch. Disappointing but I'm finding I'm injuring my opposition much
more than they're injuring me anyway.

The inclusion of online multiplayer would have made me a very happy fan but can't have everything I guess. Bitmap Brothers
please take note though, based on the reviews and the feedback people obviously want it. Please deliver!. Physic is bugged in
this game. The flying modifier is affected by the resolution of the game. Modifiers also affected by the other ones, even at the
other side of the screen. Unplayable.
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